
 SLEEPING LIFE/PILLOWS AT PALUDAL 

 Whatever have been our habitual occupations, Whatever the 
 things on which we have spent the most time And whatever 
 we have most exerted our minds on - These are the things we 
 usually see in dreams. 

 Lucretius,  On Dreams  , trans. C. H. Sisson quoted in  Guido Almansi and Claude Béguin  Theatre of 
 Sleep  , 1987 

 Sonya Lacey filmed parts of  Pillows  over a week she  spent in Cambodia, a short flight from 
 Singapore where she had a residency in 2017. On the way back, while Lacey was going through 
 airport customs to re-enter Singapore, a customs agent inspected her belongings and found her 
 16mm camera. The customs agent, thinking something suspicious could be going on, opened up 
 the camera and unwittingly exposed, and so ruined, the film housed inside. 

 The film was a reel that Lacey had shot inside an offset printing factory in Cambodia of a 
 man, presumably someone who worked at the factory, taking a nap on a pile of thick, freshly printed, 
 probably quite dreary, Government legislation documents. Sleeping in public is a vulnerable thing to 
 do—sleeping in public while at your workplace is both vulnerable and also pretty subversive. It is 
 fitting that the film ended up being destroyed by a state employee who was just doing their job, even 
 if it was unintentional. 

 Lacey decided to make  Pillows  for that napping man.  Although most of the footage of him 
 sleeping was gone, she still had the other reels of film she had shot inside the factory. Pieces or 
 impressions of these films float around the three channels that make up  Pillows  ; cooling fans, 
 paper-strewn desks, calendars, thin curtains drawn over windows, hanging displays of books blowing 
 about in a breeze, a man sitting at a desk in the low light. Coloured shapes drift over the snippets of 
 film. These shapes are prints of newspaper pages that Lacey has soaked in cleaning chemicals to 
 release the ink. The letters run and cloud the paper in shades of tawn, grey and purple, then layers of 
 these papers are pressed over each other to make a monoprint. Lacey described this process as like 
 taking multiple exposures. 

 Pillows  is a kind of dream sequence, a picture of  the napping man’s dream at work, where 
 the currents of his day-to-day job have entered his dreams; passing through the narrow border 
 between waking and sleeping life. The collaged newsprint shapes are Lacey’s way of bringing 
 Pillows  closer to home in Aotearoa, as they’re made  of local newspapers from around Pōneke. 

 After I watched  Pillows  for the first time and talked  to Lacey about it, I asked my partner 
 what her memories of going to Cambodia a few years ago were like, and she told me about how she 
 stayed in Siem Reap and that all the men she saw had great hair. She remembered taking a rickshaw 
 with a friend to Angkor to visit Banteay Srei, the women’s temple, and somehow falling into a deep 
 sleep on the way in the heat while being thrown about on the rickshaw by the bumpy road. 
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